
The Vulnerability Assessment 
Tool (VAT)



The VAT

• Who created the tool?

– Created by the Downtown Emergency Service Center 
(DESC) in Seattle, WA in 2003

– DESC 
• Opened in 1979 as an emergency shelter for vulnerable 

adults living with behavioural health disorders and chronic 
homelessness

• Today, DESC also offers clinical services and permanent 
supportive housing
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• Why was it created?

– DESC required a prioritization strategy once the 
number of individuals accessing their 
programming greatly surpassed the number of 
available service slots.

– Needed a way to distinguish among individuals 
who were already flagged as being a high priority 
client.
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• How was the tool created?

– Tool was originally developed by DESC staff 
familiar with the needs and characteristics of the 
chronically homeless population.

– In 2009, the original tool was modified based 
upon user feedback and consultations with 
physicians and substance use specialists.
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• How is the tool intended to be used?
– Measures a homeless individual’s vulnerability to 

continued instability

– Distinguishes vulnerability compared to other individuals 
who have been assessed by the VAT

– Serves as one component in the prioritization process

• What does the tool not do?
– Does not define level of need or type of support an 

individual may need

– A high score on the VAT does not necessarily indicate a 
need for more intensive services.  It means that the 
individuals is at a greater risk of continued vulnerability
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• What does the tool look like?

– Individuals are assessed on ten separate domains to measure 
vulnerability:

• Survival skills
• Basic needs
• Indicated mortality risks
• Medical risks
• Organization/orientation
• Mental health
• Substance use
• Communication
• Social behaviours
• Homelessness

– Focuses on both strengths and potential problems
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• What does the assessment process consist of?

– Each client assessment consists of two parts:

1. A face-to-face interview with the client

2. Scoring client responses and completing interview 
narrative
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• What is the interview process like?

– Interviews typically last 30 to 40 minutes

– A script is to be followed and all questions in the script 
should be asked

– Interviewers are reminded to be objective and to maintain 
consistency across the assessments

– Detailed notes should be taken throughout the interview 
in order to produce accurate assessments
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• What is the scoring process?

– The scores on the tool are based solely on the client responses during 
the interview and interviewer observations during the interview 
(previous knowledge of the client should not influence the scoring 
process)

• Each domain is scored on a 5-point rating scale.
– 1= no issue; 2 = mild issue; 3 = moderate issue; 4 = high issue; 5 = severe issue

– The anchors for each domain are detailed and behaviour-oriented

– The narrative component serves as an opportunity to explain 
reasoning for the client’s individual domain scores and the overall 
score
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• How is it scored and how is it used?

– The scores from each of the domains are summed to 
create a total score

– The higher the score, the more vulnerable the 
individual is relative to other homeless adults in the 
community.
• No cut-offs are used

– The score DOES NOT define the level or type of 
support the individual may need
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• Training

– Training is required before service providers can 
begin administering the VAT

– Train-the-trainer model


